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THIS MONTH: 
 

SECRETARY’S NOTES 

LICFM 

TURNERS GUILD 

LISA 

PUZZLE 

The January 5th General Meeting was called to order by LIW 
President Mike Daum at 7:15 PM.  The session was in-person 
at the Frank Brush Barn and included a live stream via Zoom.  

The meeting had relatively light in-person attendance due to an abun-
dance of  COVID-19 concerns.  Thus, Zoom participation increased 
proportionally.   

ANNOUNCEMENTS Mike reported the donation to the Toys for Tots 
program was completed.  Jim M. reminded members that the 
Adirondack Woodturners Association symposium, About Totally 
Turning 2022, will be held in Saratoga Springs, NY, on March 26-27, 
2022.   

OTHER BUSINESS AND SIG MEETING SCHEDULES 
Next General Meeting 2/2/2022 in person and via Zoom 
       Topic:  To be announced 
Next LICFM Meeting, Ben Nawrath, SIG Pres., 2/8/2022 
       Topic:  Don Daily is presenting on finishing, most likely via 

Zoom. 
Next LIWG Meeting, Jim Moloney, SIG Pres., 2/10/2022 
       Topic:  Charlie Felsen will do a pepper mill turning demo.Next 
LISA Meeting, Steve Kelman, SIG Pres., 2/17/2022 
       Topic:  Show and tell on stick figure projects. Also, the ups and 

downs of  working with these small projects will be dis
cussed. 

Next SSOW Meeting, Frank Napoli, SIG Pres., 2/22/2022 
       Topic:  To be announced 
 
TREASURER’S REPORT No report. 

MEMBERSHIP REPORT Membership Director Joe Bottigliere indicated 
LIW membership renewals were at the 50% level and included several 
new members.  Renewals are now overdue.  Please remit your payments 
directly. 

NEW MEMBERS Mike D. introduced several new members:  Luke 
Cittadino from Central Islip; Joe and Lorna Monterosso, who reside in 
the Lake Ronkonkoma area; and Bill Ripp, who is from Melville.  All 
were heartily welcomed. 
 
RAFFLE WINNERS No raffle was held. 
 
PRESENTATION No formal presentations were made at this meeting.  
Instead, an informal round-robin occurred. 
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Next meeting 
Wednesday February 2nd7pm 

 
In person at Brush Barn  

and on Zoom 
 

Topic: TBA 
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please enjoy the photos of  the 
meetings.
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Pat Lerner kicked the festivities off  by discussing a door banjo she made from a kit and some holiday decorations.  
Nicely done, Pat. 
 
Mike Josiah showed a bowl that incorporated epoxy to seal a large crack.  Mike has used epoxy frequently for deco-
rative and restorative purposes.  He has promised a presentation on the subject at a future General Meeting. 
 
Member Glen Boasi brought in a birdhouse he had made and discussed the techniques he employed during con-
struction.  Regrettably, Glen took the opportunity to inform all that he was moving out of  the area. 
 
SIG President Frank Napoli displayed examples of  the woodcarver’s art of  which he is a master.  Frank explained 
the design process as well as his frequent choice of  incorporating comicality in his work.  Beautiful, Frank. 
Corey Tighe provided a brief  overview of  various finishes he uses and why he favors certain types in specific situ 
ations.  As always, Corey’s advice was pragmatic and down to earth. 
 
Dean Dauplaise demonstrated techniques for hinge installation mortising using hand tools.  His presentation was 
very informative. 
 
The General Meeting concluded at 9:30 PM. 

Mike Josiah  with his burl and resin dragon’s egg
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Interior of Glen Boasi’s  

birdhouse

Patti Lerner’s door harp
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Frank Napoli with two carvings 

Left: A chain and spoon 

Above: A mouse and trap 

carving

Corey Tighe cures a  

finish with UV light.
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ACTIVE MILITARY
PERSONNEL

WOODWORKERS

2022 MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
Complete this application by clearly printing the information requested in the spaces below, and
returning this form, along with your check in the amount of $60.00 to:

Joe Bottigliere 
1238 Church Street 
Bohemia, NY 11716 

Checks should be made out to the Long Island Woodworkers

NAME:

Address:

City: State: ZipCode: _

Telephone: - 

E Mail Address:

EMERGENCYContactandTelephone#: - 

Primary woodworking interest: _ 

Other woodworking related interests: _ 

How would you rate your skill level:   

What would you hope to gainfrom the club:   

 
 
OTHER COMMENTS, SUGESTIONS, EXPECTATIONS:

YourMembershipDuesincludesfullaccesstoallofficialSIGS!
CABINETMAKERS;CARVERS;SCROLLERS;TURNERS
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 BOB WOODLICFM

The first 2022 meeting of  the cabinet and furniture makers (January 11th) was a lively and informative gath-
ering on Zoom, thanks to Jim Moloney.  Topics ranged from glues, a Smoking Snowman to fixing a cutting 
board crack.   

 
SHOW AND TELL The first “Show and Tell” was by Bill Leonhardt who made a drill-chucked screw turner for his 
Christmas tree stand. 
 
Ben Nawrath made a checkerboard cutting board but it had a cracked.  To fix it, he was going to saw the crack and 
then glue it back together.  However, Ben had oiled the board and didn’t know how much seepage had gotten into 
the wood to interfere with the glue adhesion. 
 
Suggestions were made such as using a long spline to bring the two together if  his concern was glue adhesion.  Epoxy 
was also brought up but, Bill Leonhardt cautioned going that route due to epoxy needing space.  Another solution 
was using the Bead Lock system for dowels.  Rob DeMarco has a Festool Domino tool and said he would come over 
and download a couple of  dominoes in the board.  The other thing Ben would do is to rehearse his glue up to pre-
vent shifting and keeping the surfaces nice and tight.  Ben relayed a story about regluing up a friend’s board and it 
was frustrating.   
 
One member mentioned how the juice grooves in the cutting board had little if  any burn marks.  Ben positioned a 
1/4inch MDF template butting it against two clamped boards as a reference.  A router, core box bit and a bushing 
did the rest.  Ben explained that he did shallow passes and kept the router moving.  Ben also used some Scotch Brite 
and regular sanding.  In addition, a Dremel tool with buffing balls attached was also used.   Notes were written on 
the template, which were measurements to figure out the corner radius, the gap from the edge, and sizes for the bit 
and bushing.  These notes were references for other boards in the future.  Ben used a disc sander to clean up the 
sides of  the board.   
 
Ben also showed a cutting board with an inlay which he does not use because it is too nice.  Ben had to fill a crack 
in a charcuterie walnut board with Star Bond black glue.  Ben uses Clark Oil for finishing.  Ben extolled the advan-
tages of  a twelve-inch disk sander which he used in making his boards, which spurred more conversation.   
 
Ric Nichols asked about wax and glue storage.  Ben responded that he stores his glue in a lateral file cabinet along 
with other solvents of  a gallon or less.  He insulated the lateral file cabinet with a two by four frame and insulation.  
Ben stores these in an unheated detached garage and has a “Goldenrod” heating element which is used for gun safes.  
He has found this to be successful.   
 
Gary Mayhew stores his glue in the refrigerator.  He has had no problem even with the epoxies and CA glue.  He 
did try another recommendation of  leaving it at room temperature but that did not work. Ben explained his extreme-
ly efficient dust collection system for his miter and table saw.  Ben says he   can’t even smell the wood being cut e.g., 
two by fours.  Ben’s collector is just 650 CFM but it has three feet of  hose to the saw- a very short run that helps. 
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It was mentioned that Rob DeMarco has a Festool Domino Tool.  Rob explained that he got it a garage sale real 
cheap, not even near the full price and found it was never used. 
 
The next topic was double stick tape brought up by Ric Nichols.  One suggestion was to use painter’s tape and put 
CA glue on each side of  the tape, i.e., basically gluing the two pieces of  tape together with the adhesive sides applied 
to each of  the joined pieces.  Ben ended up using this method.  This process holds pieces together for jigs and other 
projects. 
 
On the Forum, Ben asked what two-sided tape people used to hold the template.  One suggestion was foam carpet 
tape.  Bill Leonhardt said it’s gummy and tough to get off.  The first time Bill used it he was unsure of  its holding 
ability and overdid it.  Barry Saltsberg gets the tape off  by using the stickiness of  other tape to pull it off.   Rob 
DeMarco cuts the foam tape into one inch squares and removes it with mineral spirits.  Woodcraft sells double sided 
tape as well as a lot of  other vendors.  Ric Nichols made signs of  vinyl stick letters using a Cricket type machine. 
 
Bob Wood brought a Beads of  Courage box to the last meeting to have if  critiqued.  Joe Bottigliere pointed out 
some scratches and machine marks.  Bob re-sanded the box and lid.  Bob explained one spot that he kept sanding 
turned out to be the grain 
 
The box is a maple and walnut combination.  The box is made entirely of  scrap wood from discarded furniture.  The 
box is lined with felt with a foam cushion in the bottom, so the beads do not make a noise when dropped in the 
empty box.  Tom Ryan was nice enough to give Bob some “Courage” beads which Bob Crazy Glued onto the inside 
of  the lid.  Bob started another one and tried to hinge the lid, which turned out to be too thin.  Bob is making a new 
lid, and at Barry’s suggestion, hinges will not be used. 
 
Gary Mayhew received a made-in-the-U.S.A. doweling jig.  Gary got it from Woodcraft/Amazon.  Gary used the jig 
to make a face frame, and everything turned out perfectly as long as he aligned everything correctly.  Just match the 
drill bit size.  Gary noticed there were no inserts.  He thought the manufacturer forgot to put the inserts in the jig, 
then realized that there was no need for inserts.  The jig centers perfectly. 
 
Gary also made a “Smoking Snowman.”  The figure is hollowed out and incense is put in the bottom.  The smoke 
comes out of  the pipe, but if  one blocks the pipe the smoke exits from —- (left to your imagination).  Gary’s cabi-
nets will be shown at a later date. 
 
Larry Wagner has the JessEm doweling jig, expensive but great.  Larry mentioned that a woodshop is closing, and 
the owner has hardwoods, cherry, maple, etc. for sale cheap - $2 per board foot.  The shop is closing within two 
weeks. 
 
Rob De Marco got a set of  Narex Chisels for Christmas.  On You Tube a review was done of  forty different chis-
els and the Narex came out the best for the price.  They scored better than Lie Nielsen, but are not nearly as expen-
sive.  Corey Tighe has the same ones and has been using them for six months and is quite satisfied.  Gary Mayhew 
has the mortise chisels and is very happy.  Details of  the materials used, and the chisel construction were quite 
impressive. 
 
The next topic was raised by Gary Mayhew and involved the sharpening of  chisels.  Suggestions were varied from 
sandpaper to angle jigs and Workshop Machines.  The types of  surfaces and materials used was discussed as was 
expected.  Gary’s concern was the angles on the jigs did not exactly match up with the blades he was sharpening.  
Frank Pace made a jig from a block of  wood because he didn’t want to bother with the little jig from the from Lee 
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Valley.  By moving the blocks Frank can adjust to the correct angle.  Bob Urso, Rob DeMarco and Ben Nawrath all 
explained their methods.  Some members use muscle memory to angle the blade and get it sharp. 
 
The conversation went back to epoxy and how Gary Mayhew puts so called coagulated epoxy under hot sink water 
and it becomes usable again.  The discussion was about twenty-minute epoxy.  Bob Urso sells it in manageable con-
tainer amounts.  Using the twenty-minute epoxy alleviates hastiness of  assembly.   Regarding mixing stuff, Ben said 
he knows that popsicle sticks are cheap, but he found in the garden department at Home Depot that they sell big 
tongue depressor like sticks for marking your plants in the garden.  They’re actually made of  bamboo and pointed 
on one end and are a lot stronger than popsicle sticks.  Ben said they’re fantastic for spreading and mixing stuff.  Old 
Credit cards can also be used for spreading and mixing. 
 
Ben has a link for an eleven-minute video which reviews various soft and hard woods including their properties such 
as stiffness, hardness and what wood may be appropriate for certain projects.  Another YouTube woodworker is 
Colin Knecht, which is www.WoodworkWeb.com.  He’s   practical, down to earth, and very easy to follow. 
 
A question about building a workbench that can be raised as opposed to flipping it up.  It can be put right over a 
drill press or a small bandsaw.  Various space saving methods were discussed using hinges and scissor jacks to accom-
modate particular workspaces.  Corey is working with someone who is building a Roubo workbench, and the com-
ments centered around its expense. 
 
The next topic was the Bridge City Joint Maker Pro for $699.  Usually, it’s almost double that price.  If  interested, 
go to the website since it is hard to describe how it works.  Basically, the wood is moved against the blade. 
 
Mortiser versus a drill press mortising attachment was the next subject.  The conclusion was to go with the dedicat-
ed mortiser. 
 
There was a good deal of  information exchanged which should prove to be beneficial.   
 
Next Meeting – February 8, 2022 
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 ROBERT CARPENTIERLISA

    Patti Lerner

    Steve Kelman
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Bob Carpentier 

Rolf Beutenmuller
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Rolf Beutenmuller
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 BARRY SALTSBERGTURNER’S GUILD

Barry Saltsberg showed the video  

hollowing system he made
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Ben Nawrath. Top, speaking about a 

walnut handle he made. 

 

Bottom, showing a dead blow mallet 

he made.
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PUZZLE                                                                               MICHAEL R. MITTLEMAN

D E C O C T
A V A T A R
R E S I N Y
I N T O T O
N E L S O N
G R E E N S  

Solution to January

Here’s a Sweetie… 
 

Michael R. Mittleman 
 

How to play:  Complete the numerical grid so that every row, column and 3 x 3 box contains all 
digits from 1 to 9. 
 
 

 
 

 

3 4 7 6
7 3

5
2 5

2 4 8
1 9 7

8 9 2
6 7 4 1

8 4


